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Marine Fuel Polishing & Tank Cleaning.. 



Fuel Tank Cleaning 
 

Fueltec Systems provides a custom tailored maintenance solution for cleaning diesel, and    
ethanol blended gasoline fuel tanks: 

 

Retail Fuel at Boatyards and Marinas  

Commercial Boats 

Recreational Boats 

 

 

From microbial contamination in ultra‐low sulfur diesel to phase separation in ethanol blended     
gasoline, fuel storage facilities at boatyards and marinas are charged with finding ways to continually 
improve upon fuel quality while containing or reducing costs. 

 

Fueltec Systems is a resource that offers a unique set of turnkey fuel tank service options and    
equipment designed to help solve these problems for both the boat owner and retail fueling facility. 



Diesel Fuel Problems 

Over the last several years we have seen the sulfur content in diesel go from 5,000 parts per million to 
15 parts per million (ultra low sulfur) to comply with emissions standards. 

Reducing the amount of sulfur in diesel fuel renders the fuel vulnerable to microbial growth. 

In addition to removing oxygen and nitrogen, the process for removing sulfur from fuel requires              
introducing water. When fuel becomes contaminated, the water in diesel fuel becomes a breeding ground 
for filter clogging bacteria and fungus. 

 

Boats like emergency and standby generator sets are at a great risk for bacterial contamination as they 
often go through extended intervals of disuse. 

Without proper maintenance, sitting water can become a veritable Petri dish in your fuel tank. 

 
Ethanol Fuel Problems 

Phase Separation is what happens to ethanol blended gasoline when water is present. 
When gasoline containing Ethanol comes in contact with water, either liquid or in the 
form of humidity; the Ethanol will absorb some or all of that water. When it reaches a 
saturation point the Ethanol and water will Phase Separate, actually coming out of    
solution and forming distinct layers on the fuel tank bottom. 

 

The result could lower the octane to a point that the engine will not run; or if the    
alcohol/water mixture is ingested into the engine, sever damage can occur. 



THE FIRST STEP IN FUEL POLISHING:     “Sample your fuel tank” 

Most fuel contaminants, including water, are heavier than fuel and will settle to the fuel tank bottom if undisturbed.  

Always take a fuel sample and place it in a clear container to actually see the fuel contamination in your tank: 

• Take one sample from the top ¼ of the tank to check for clarity. 

• Take one from the tank bottom to check for water, emulsification, and particulates. 

• Compare the two samples. 

• If no contamination is found (which is not likely) take more samples in 60 days or an hour after re-fueling. 

• If any water is found, slowly remove it by drawing fluid from the tank bottom at a low flow rate to prevent emulsification 
with diesel or further phase separation with ethanol blended fuels (E10). 

• If particulate contamination is found in the sample, filter the fuel with a one micron filter by drawing fluid from the tank 
bottom. 

• Always compare fuel samples from before and after fuel polishing and tank cleaning.  

 

Tank cleaning is a relative term. A clean tank should be able to store fuel in a condition that exceeds the engine manufacturers recom-
mended ISO 18/16/13 cleanliness target. 

 

Fuel should be delivered to an engine with less than 100 parts per million of free or emulsified water. 

 

 

Always draw fluid from the storage tank bottom when cleaning & de‐watering 



 

Fueltec’s Systems exceed the engine manufacturers recommended ISO 18/16/13 cleanliness     
target.  

ISO Fuel Requirements 

The standard established by ISO (International Organization for Standardization) provides a common measurement system that engine and 

fuel system manufacturers use to designate acceptable particle levels in the fuel system. Determining fuel cleanliness requirements includes the 
measurement of both particle size and count. ISO 4406 utilizes a series of three numbers (18/16/13) to identify the particle count per milliliter at 4, 
6 and 14 micron sizes. Engine manufacturers recommend ISO 18/16/13 or better as the cleanliness target in fuel tanks. 

A micron is a metric measure equal to one millionth of a meter, or 1/25,000th of an inch. The smallest particle visible to the naked eye is 40 microns 
across. A human hair is 80 microns in diameter, and a single grain of talcum powder is 15 microns. 
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Benefits for the Marina 

 

Reduced Customer Complaints 

A proactive service program with Fueltec Systems, all but eliminates transferring bad fuel. 

 

Elimination of Down Time 

Fuel Storage tanks that are properly cleaned and maintained with Fueltec’s Mobile Systems suffer far less down time then tanks 
that are only serviced when pumps slow down and water is found on tank bottoms. 

 

Eliminate Expensive Emergency Service Calls 

Emergency service calls are sometimes done with vacuum service trucks to remove the tank bottom water. Using vacuum trucks 
without fuel/water separators can lose as much as 300 to 500 gallons of product along with the water. 

 

Filter Cost Savings 

Using Fueltec’s latest proprietary technology and equipment you can remove the filter clogging moisture and bacteria from fuel 
storage tanks thereby reducing the need to change dispenser filters by as much as 80%. 

 

Fueltec’s Systems Clean Tanks with no loss of Product                                                       



Benefits for the diesel boat owner: 

 

A pro‐active fuel tank cleaning program will prevent unexpected engine shut down.  

 

In diesel fuel tanks colonies of filter clogging bacteria and fungus will grow at the fuel/water interface. The by product of 

these colonies is acidic sludge which corrode tanks and engine components. 

 

Engines may be exercised regularly and operate properly and to specification. However inside the fuel tank, out of sight, free 

and emulsified water is slowly accumulating from condensation, leaky tank openings, and even fuel deliveries with high    

water content. As the evening temperature falls the water begins to condense out of the fuel and build inside of the tank. 

When the fuel/water interface grows high enough to reach the engines fuel supply tube which may be one or more inches 

above the tank bottom; the filter clogging microbes will be drawn into the fuel system and stop the engine. 

 

Benefits for the gasoline powered boat owner: 

All boats, gasoline or diesel accumulate water in their fuel tanks from condensation, leaky tank openings, tank vents, and 

even fuel deliveries with high water content.  

Ethanol Blended Fuels:  

Many small boat owners fill their tanks with ethanol blended (E10) gasoline at local gas stations. 

When E10 is blended, 10% ethanol (115 octane) is mixed with a low octane gasoline. This combination will give you the      

required octane to safely run your engine. However, if there is any water in your fuel tank, the ethanol will combine with the 

water and leave you with low octane gasoline to operate your engine. 

1. Your engine will not run on low octane fuel 

2. You may suffer major engine damage if the water or phase separation enters your engine.                                                      

A Pro‐Active tank cleaning & fuel polishing program can eliminate these problems. 



Fueltec’s Commercial fuel polishing systems are designed for tuff cleaning jobs 

 

• Unlike some systems, Fueltec utilizes a low cost ($6.00) bag type pre-filter to remove heavy sludge, rust, and particulate matter to 

one   micron. 

• The fuel pump only sees fuel after it has been filtered. 

• A ( jet fuel type) micro-glass filter/water separator removes water from fuel down to less than 100 parts per million exceeding the     

engine manufacturers recommendations. 

• An air operated diaphragm fuel pump is safe for all fuels including diesel, jet fuel,  gasoline & E-10. 

• The air operated system can easily be cleaned and hoses emptied to avoid cross contamination when polishing different fuels. 

• On boat fuel tanks with small diameter access ports like the fuel level sender opening, you can attach a small 3/8” ID suction tube to 

the Fueltec polisher hose. This will allow you to get to the lowest part of the tank to remove water & debris. 

• Fueltec’s variable speed air diaphragm pumps allow you to use small diameter suction tubes without damaging the pump.  

• All of Fueltec’s mobile systems have two modes of operation: 

•  1. Filtration with water separation 

•  2. Filtration without water separation  

• All of Fueltec’s commercial systems come ready to work right out of the box, including a fuel sampler, hoses, fuel pickup tubes, 

spare one micron filters and a spare water coalescer/filter; just add a small 10 CFM air compressor and you are ready to go. 

Things that you won’t need to professionally clean and polish fuel in a gas or diesel tank. 

• You won’t need high price chemicals or so called catalysts 

• You won’t need magnets to remove rust and ?  

• The Fueltec system does not require messy back-flushing. 

• This Fueltec system does not require high cost water blocking filters. Fueltec’s micro-glass fuel water separators work without help. 

• You will not have to stop the Fueltec system to drain the separated water. Fueltec has a pressurized drain. 

• You will not have to guess if you actually separated water from the fuel. You can see it in Fueltec’s sight tube 

 



Always remove water  from the lowest part of the fuel tank and 

return the clean dry fuel through the deck fill plate. 

Cleaning a Small Boat Fuel Tank 

Access tank through the fuel sender opening. 

Remove sender and place a small tube through the opening 

FUELTEC MODEL 950AW 



Cleaning Big Boat Fuel Tanks 

Always remove water from the lowest part of the fuel tank    

Return the clean dry fuel through the same port or through                      

the deck fill plate. 



FUELTEC MODEL FLOW    

GPM 

PUMP ELECTRIC MOTOR SYSTEM     

HOSES 

SAMPLER 

4 OZ. 

SPARE    

FILTERS 

WATER     

SEPARATOR 

AIR           

COMPRESSOR 

REQUIRED 

FUEL SUCTION 

TUBE 

908E 

SKU 100004 

8 ELECTRIC 

GEAR 

1/3 HP   115/230 

50/60HZ 

1” X 12’ YES 6 ea  

1 micron  

50 PPM     

COALESCER 

NONE YES 

910A 

SKU 100003 

10 AIR 

DIAPHRAGM 

NONE 1/2” X 12’ YES 6 ea  

1 micron  

50 PPM     

COALESCER 

10 CFM YES 

922E 

SKU 100179 

22 ELECTRIC      

GEAR 

3/4 HP 115/230  

50/60 HZ 

1-1/2” X 12’ 

1” X 12’ 

YES 6 ea  

1 micron  

50 PPM        

COALESCER 

NONE YES 

950AW 

SKU 100006 

15 AIR 

DIAPHRAGM 

NONE 1” X 12’ YES 6 ea  

1 micron  

50 PPM     

COALESCER 

10 CFM YES 

955SS 

SKU 100007 

35 AIR 

DIAPHRAGM 

NONE 1-1/2” X 12’ 

1” X 12’ 

YES 6 ea  

1 micron  

50 PPM     

COALESCER 

25 CFM YES 

CF50EM 

SKU 100009 

50 ELECTRIC 

GEAR 

3 HP 230V 2” X 25’ YES 25 ea  

1 micron  

50 PPM     

SPIN-ON 

NONE YES 

CF75AM  

SKU 100163 

75 AIR 

DIAPHRAGM 

NONE 2” X 25’ YES 25 ea  

1 micron  

50 PPM     

COALESCER 

60 CFM YES 

CF75AM TRAILER 

SKU 100118 

75 AIR 

DIAPHRAGM 

NONE 2” X 25’ YES 25 ea  

1 micron  

50 PPM     

COALESCER 

60 CFM YES 

CF82D 82 YANMAR 

DIESEL 

NONE 2” X 12’ YES 25 ea  

1 micron  

50 PPM     

COALESCER 

NONE YES 

Fueltec’s Commercial Mobile fuel polishing & tank cleaning systems  



Fueltec Systems LLC 

P.O. BOX 14889 

Ft Pierce, FL 34979 

828-212-1141 

BEST SYSTEM FOR MARINE APPLICATIONS 

Fueltec Model 950AW 

Shown with a 10 CFM air compressor  (Not included) 


